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Description

Culture Background 

Dance has been a popular general activity in many social and culture 
aspect around the world. Being creative and original are essential 
principles to freestyle any type of dance that express your own feeling 
to the music. However, lots of dance instructions were too rigid and 
graded that creates stress instead of relaxation. The available musical 
games  focus on too much on visual elements and screen based 
interaction that constrain you from listening to the music and mastering 
the control of your own body. Therefore, creating an innovative dance 
floor that can records footwork and integrate them with the music, will 
not only visualize the musicality and personalities of individual, but also 
stimulate the enjoyment and entertainment, which is the foundational 
propose of dance. 

The underground culture of American has affected me a lot since I 
came to America. The tremendous expressive and dynamic movement 
from dancers is unbelievable, especial the foot movement. Their 
passionate personalities and emotional expression are so treasured 
which actually losted from many general people. These people are far 
away from technologies, books and modern lifes, they dance without 
thinking, and filled with enjoyment and entertainment. Therefore I want 
to combine their inspiring spirit, intergrate with technology, to create 
a project that encourage people to open their heart, enjoy music as 
dancers. Also bring dance or music lovers an innovative way to express 
and remark their outstanding creativities and personalities. 



Context review
Culture: Underground culture, footwork from any type of dance, Social 
behavior. 

Experience:  Watch performances or go to dance club and see dancer's 
movement in real. Environment, Time and Space, pay attention to their 
body reaction to music. 

Technology: Physical computing, foot sensors, OpenFramework 
programming, projection mapping on floor/screen, lighting, Digital music

Design: Musical interface, Floor design, footwork visualization, 
Navigation/Animation. 

Precedents
Inspiration: Dancers, funk culture, amazing musical performances

There are many musical games such as rock hero, DDR and digital 
DJ/drum sets. However, the instrucional content, (hit the notes as 
it appears) is some how rigid and repetitive. It lacks the sense of 
creativity and differentiation between users. 

Dance institute: People go to school and trainning. Sometimes they feel 
stressed to pick up choragraphy. Even they learnt one piece of dance, 
it cannot apply to other music. They need to learn listening to music 
before move their body.  



Target Audience
Dance or music lovers.  

Process
1. foot sensor: get data from recording your step pressure, direction, 
distance btw too foot.
2. data visualization: see the form created by your foot movement on 
computer.
3. Sound generating: trigger a specific sound by stepping on to the floor.
4. Synchronize the beat/sound user created. 
5. Sound composition: Make sure the sound is pre-rendered so it's not 
conflicted to the basic track.
6. Interface design: Slim and leak that represent musicality and 
entertainment. 
7. Background visual: Basic sound effects that not distract the main 
interface.
8. Space/Installation place: Find an environment to test project, 
document and get feedback from strangers. 

Installation
Video Game Room, Dance festival, Dance floor, Club

Entertainment, Musicality, Originality, Dynamic, Enlightening 
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